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FRIDAY 
 
To use adverbial phrases for place to create setting descriptions 
 

Focus 1: I can use descriptive adjectives (describing words) and adverbs/ I can write a setting 
description (where a story takes place)/ I can use alliteration (words with same start sound like angry 
alligator)  
 
Why? 

Phonics helps children to learn different sound patterns that in turn help them to spell more 
accurately. It’s also important to learn that spellings follow certain rules. 
 
How? 
Thinking about our story, Tadpole’s Promise’, talk about where you think the story is based. Look at 
this page from the book: 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Talk about the phrase -  ‘where the willow meets the water’ ……. Decide which are the nouns (things) 
in this phrase. Recognise they are ‘willow’ and ‘water’. Then, use the painting below and draw next 
to it things that live by, grow near, are on, near or in the water. Say them if you prefer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Use the phrase ‘whee the willow meets the water’ and change it to create new versions, with your 
nouns.  
e.g. ‘where the toad meets the rock.’ 
Then use these new phrases to start to think about a story setting you can use, as well as making 
instant sentence starters. E.g.  
 
Where the leaves meet the Lily pads, 
Where the flies meet the forest. 
Where the flowers meet the water-fall. 
Where the bough meets the branches, 
 
Once you have a selection of sentence starters, look back at them and make them even better by adding 
adjectives (description), based on shape, colour, size and texture. 
Model creating a setting description, beginning with the 
chosen adverbials created earlier. Use interesting adjectives (about shape, colour, size and texture). 
e.g.  
Where the leaves meet the lily pads, the cool, crisp water rippled past. 

 
 
 



Key Questions to Check Understanding 
 
Q What is a setting?  
Q What type of words will help you make your setting interesting?  
Q What is the difference between a phrase and a sentence A The last can stand alone and makes 
sense. The first is a group of words that doesn’t contain a verb usually.  
 
Independent Task: 
Start to plan your story setting, turning the phrases you have started into sentences that set your 
story up and make the reader interested to find out more………. 

  
 

 Pick three sentence starters from our list (in brown type). Complete them to make whole 
sentences that reveal more of where your new story could be set. 
 
 

 Use all four of the sentence starters (in brown) to plan your story setting. Think about how 
to make your sentences interesting by using adverbs like you practised earlier in the week. 
 
 

 Plan your own story setting. You can use the sentence starters ( in brown type) if you 
want or be more creative and think up new, original ones. Write at least four paragraphs describing 
your story setting. Top tip – use your senses to help you describe to your reader all you see, hear, 
smell, touch , taste….. 
 
Note to Parents: 

All children should be able to complete the  task.   

Most children should be able to complete the  task. 

Some children should be able to complete the  task. 
 
Please judge how your child is doing with each task progressively.  Support children to work through 
as far as they can while remaining successful but each task does get progressively more difficult 
 
End of lesson:  
Change your story setting to …… 
 
When the sun meets the sky…… 
 
Describe in spoken or written words what the story setting is like now. 


